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Eden Jacobson is nothing close to the average twenty year old beauty. She has a secret power, one kept well hidden even from
her closest of friends. With endless relationships that destroy her self-worth along with her soul, Eden continues to endure a life of
emptiness and despair. That is until Chase Matthews unexpectedly enters her life. Although Eden feels a sense of oneness with
Chase, happiness comes at a price. Will her secret destroy her one sense of normality of life and eliminate everything she has
ever loved?
A childhood illness leaves Ryan Graves with a paralyzed arm and emotionally painful ways to try to hide it. Following a failed high
school romance and a subsequent divorce, Ryan's self-confidence is shattered. Later, Gillian helps Ryan focus on what is, not
what isn't, which includes their love.
The J. L. Hudson Company redefined the way Detroiters shopped and enjoyed leisure time. Many Detroiters share memories of
times spent shopping and enjoying spectacular events sponsored by Hudson’s. A solid and lofty icon built by businesspeople who
believed in their passion, Hudson’s defined Detroit’s downtown, creating trends and traditions in consumer culture that still
resonate with us today. Now and in the future, as Hudson’s boxes, shopping bags, and artifacts are discovered in closets, attics,
basements, and flea markets, many will remember that it was once as solid a civic fixture as the City-County Building or the Detroit
Public Library.
Operating in the shadow of the enormous J.L. Hudson Co., Crowley’s earned Detroit’s trade with fine merchandise and good
service, all in an atmosphere that made it the Motor City’s “friendly” department store. Generations of customers still hold
Crowley’s close in their memories, fondly recalling the store’s ancient wooden escalators, fashionable merchandise and special
events like “Breakfast with Santa.” Wander back in time with historian Bruce Allen Kopytek through the venerable old store and its
suburban branches to discover all the things that made Crowley’s such a special retail destination.
Lanterns in the Dawn Lanterns in the Dawn-humorous, sad, realistic, and bittersweet-is the coming-of-age story of a boy living on
a small Midwestern dirt farm. It is written in sparse, clear prose with an undertone of haunting images true to the imagination and
insights of childhood. Through sharply drawn characters, it depicts a way of life from a recent yet bygone era that likely will never
return. Above all, it is the story of strong pioneer-spirited people who loved the land so dearly they somehow managed to survive
in it and through it, as if they were a permanent part of it throughout the ages.
In the decade from 1870 to 1880 a new spirit was stirring in the intellectual and literary world of Denmark. George Brandes was
delivering his lectures on the Main Currents of Nineteenth Century Literature; from Norway came the deeply probing questionings
of the granitic Ibsen; from across the North Sea from England echoes of the evolutionary theory and Darwinism. It was a time of
controversy and bitterness, of a conflict joined between the old and the new, both going to extremes, in which nearly every one
had a share. How many of the works of that period are already out-worn, and how old-fashioned the theories that were then so
violently defended and attacked! Too much logic, too much contention for its own sake, one might say, and too little art. This was
the period when Jens Peter Jacobsen began to write, but he stood aside from the conflict, content to be merely artist, a creator of
beauty and a seeker after truth, eager to bring into the realm of literature "the eternal laws of nature, its glories, its riddles, its
miracles," as he once put it. That is why his work has retained its living colors until to-day, without the least trace of fading. There
is in his work something of the passion for form and style that one finds in Flaubert and Pater, but where they are often hard,
percussive, like a piano, he is soft and strong and intimate like a violin on which he plays his reading of life. Such analogies,
however, have little significance, except that they indicate a unique and powerful artistic personality. Jacobsen is more than a
mere stylist. The art of writers who are too consciously that is a sort of decorative representation of life, a formal composition, not a
plastic composition. One element particularly characteristic of Jacobsen is his accuracy of observation and minuteness of detail
welded with a deep and intimate understanding of the human heart. His characters are not studied tissue by tissue as under a
scientist's microscope, rather they are built up living cell by living cell out of the author's experience and imagination. He shows
how they are conditioned and modified by their physical being, their inheritance and environment, Through each of his senses he
lets impressions from without pour into him. He harmonizes them with a passionate desire for beauty into marvelously plastic
figures and moods. A style which grows thus organically from within is style out of richness; the other is style out of poverty.Ê
Man Booker Prize-winner Howard Jacobson brings his singular brilliance to this modern re-imagining of one of Shakespeare’s
most unforgettable characters: Shylock Winter, a cemetery, Shylock. In this provocative and profound interpretation of The
Merchant of Venice, Shylock is juxtaposed against his present-day counterpart in the character of art dealer and conflicted father
Simon Strulovitch. With characteristic irony, Jacobson presents Shylock as a man of incisive wit and passion, concerned still with
questions of identity, parenthood, anti-Semitism and revenge. While Strulovich struggles to reconcile himself to his daughter
Beatrice's “betrayal” of her family and heritage—as she is carried away by the excitement of Manchester high society, and into the
arms of a footballer notorious for giving a Nazi salute on the field—Shylock alternates grief for his beloved wife with rage against his
own daughter's rejection of her Jewish upbringing. Culminating in a shocking twist on Shylock’s demand for the infamous pound
of flesh, Jacobson’s insightful retelling examines contemporary, acutely relevant questions of Jewish identity while maintaining a
poignant sympathy for its characters and a genuine spiritual kinship with its antecedent—a drama which Jacobson himself
considers to be “the most troubling of Shakespeare’s plays for anyone, but, for an English novelist who happens to be Jewish,
also the most challenging.”
Explore the broad, fascinating history of the Eaton's department store empire. Exhaustively researched and thoughtfully written by
a prominent department store historian. Canada's largest and most well-known department store, Eaton's was an icon of Canadian
culture. From its founding in 1869 to its famed catalogue and network of large stores spreading coast to coast, Eaton's offered
something for everyone, in grand style. Relive the days when this remarkable store was a fixture in every Canadian province and
served its customers with a distinctive personality that has all but vanished from the retail landscape.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From the co-creator and co-star of the hit series Broad City, a hilarious and poignant
collection about love, loss, work, comedy and figuring out who you really are when you thought you already knew. When Abbi
Jacobson announced to friends and acquaintances that she planned to drive across the country alone, she was met with lots of
questions and opinions: Why wasn't she going with friends? Wouldn't it be incredibly lonely? The North route is better! Was it safe
for a woman? The Southern route is the way to go! You should bring mace! And a common one . . . why? But Abbi had always
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found comfort in solitude, and needed space to step back and hit the reset button. As she spent time in each city and town on her
way to Los Angeles, she mulled over the big questions - What do I really want? What is the worst possible scenario in which I
could run into my ex? How has the decision to wear my shirts tucked in been pivotal in my adulthood? In this collection of
anecdotes, observations and reflections - all told in the sharp, wildly funny and relatable voice that has endeared Abbi to critics
and fans alike - readers will feel like they're in the passenger seat on a fun and, ultimately, inspiring journey. With some original
illustrations by the author.
Gabriel is a keeper of souls. He has been watching over them for millenniums. But one soul is different -- the first time Gabriel
holds it in his hands, he knows it is remarkable. For this soul causes something inexplicable. Gabriel feels. Falling for a human isn't
possible; but when that soul grows into Luke Lawson, Gabriel can't contain his growing feelings. Not knowing where to turn or what
to do, Gabriel keeps vigilant over Luke and is surprised repeatedly when Luke knows he's there. It isn't possible. But it's
happening. As time passes, Gabriel's feelings for Luke intensify, and Luke's heart reciprocates. Can love overcome everything?
Can Gabriel truly fall?
When Annie Jacobson's brother Mike enlists as a medic in the Army in 1967, he hands her a piece of paper with the address of
their long-estranged father. If anything should happen to him in Vietnam, Mike says, Annie must let their father know. In Mike's
absence, their father returns to face tragedy at home, adding an extra measure of complication to an already tense time. As they
work toward healing and pray fervently for Mike's safety overseas, letter by letter the Jacobsons must find a way to pull together as
a family, regardless of past hurts. In the tumult of this time, Annie and her family grapple with the tension of holding both hope and
grief in the same hand, even as they learn to turn to the One who binds the wounds of the brokenhearted. Author Susie Finkbeiner
invites you into the Jacobson family's home and hearts during a time in which the chaos of the outside world touched their small
community in ways they never imagined.
Few growing up in the aftermath of World War II will ever forget the horrifying reports that Nazi concentration camp doctors had
removed the skin of prisoners to makes common, everyday lampshades. In The Lampshade, bestselling journalist Mark Jacobson
tells the story of how he came into possession of one of these awful objects, and of his search to establish the origin, and larger
meaning, of what can only be described as an icon of terror. Jacobson’s mind-bending historical, moral, and philosophical journey
into the recent past and his own soul begins in Hurricane Katrina–ravaged New Orleans. It is only months after the storm, with
America’s most romantic city still in tatters, when Skip Henderson, an old friend of Jacobson’s, purchases an item at a rummage
sale: a very strange looking and oddly textured lampshade. When he asks what it’s made of, the seller, a man covered with
jailhouse tattoos, replies, “That’s made from the skin of Jews.” The price: $35. A few days later, Henderson sends the lampshade
to Jacobson, saying, “You’re the journalist, you find out what it is.” The lampshade couldn’t possibly be real, could it? But it is.
DNA analysis proves it. This revelation sends Jacobson halfway around the world, to Yad Vashem in Jerusalem and to the
Buchenwald concentration camp in Germany, where the lampshades were supposedly made on the order of the infamous “Bitch
of Buchenwald,” Ilse Koch. From the time he grew up in Queens, New York, in the 1950s, Jacobson has heard stories about the
human skin lampshade and knew it to be the ultimate symbol of Nazi cruelty. Now he has one of these things in his house with a
DNA report to prove it, and almost everything he finds out about it is contradictory, mysterious, shot through with legend and
specious information. Through interviews with forensic experts, famous Holocaust scholars (and deniers), Buchenwald survivors
and liberators, and New Orleans thieves and cops, Jacobson gradually comes to see the lampshade as a ghostly illuminator of his
own existential status as a Jew, and to understand exactly what that means in the context of human responsibility. One question
looms as his search goes on: what to do with the lampshade—this unsettling thing that used to be someone? It is a difficult dilemma
to be sure, but far from the last one, since once a lampshade of human skin enters your life, it is very, very hard to forget.
Life is not as orderly as it seems amidst the soybean fields of 1970s Minnesota. Farm girl Raki Pederson finds that out the hard
way. Homeless, cast out by her family, carrying a baby and a heavy secret, she redeems her life through the kindness of
strangers. There's the hapless pastor, Sam, followed by a succession of women, each with her own dark secret: Margaret, guiltridden from her sister's death; Carol, a feminist Robin Hood; and Mrs. Anderson, who did the 'right thing' only to regret it the rest of
her life. Now a successful middle-aged businesswoman, Raki returns to her hometown upon the death of her mentor, Dolores
Richter. Concerned that Miss Richter hid the deepest secret of all, Raki seeks the truth and in so doing gains the courage to reveal
her own. Set in a time of social, sexual and political upheaval, Small Secrets is an age-old tale of shame and sacrifice,
abandonment and rescue, betrayal and forgiveness. "I loved this cast of believable, likable characters who populate a complex plot
that slowly reveals the grace and beauty - as well as the restrictions and limitations - of small town life in decades not long past. An
ideal book group choice" Dona Chilcoat, M.A., Bookseller "I picked it up one Sunday morning and finished by bedtime. The
mystery of the secret, memories of the Sixties and Seventies, a fascinating cast of characters - how could I put it down?" Betty
Boyd, The Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice, Colorado Chapter
Hudson's Department Store boasts a rich history. These images illustrate the people, the events, and the everyday scenes that
make up the Hudson's story.
Jojo’s ready for her first night all alone in her very own room, but a menagerie of animals have other ideas in this charming and
fun picture book. Jojo can’t wait to spend the night in her very own bed in her very own room. She doesn’t care what her big
sister Margaret says, she’s NOT afraid and she WON’T be back to the bedroom they used to share. There’s just one problem
though—there are intruders in her new room! A lion, a bear, and a very persistent tiger seem to think this is THEIR room, not
Jojo’s. Is Margaret right? Is Jojo not quite ready to spend the night on her own? Or can Jojo find a way to show that trespassing
tiger just who’s boss in HER room?
"A history of three department stores in Toledo, Ohio"-Join department store historian Bruce Allen Kopytek in this return to the elegance of Jacobson's, a beloved Michigan institution for
well over 100 years. Reenter the marvelous stores and meet the personalities who transformed Jacobson's from its humble Reed
City origins to a staple of sophistication throughout the region and into Florida. The brainchild of a retail genius, this deluxe
specialty store gave customers a peerless social, shopping and dining destination. Experience anew the refined beauty of its
Williamsburg-style Grosse Pointe store, the chic designer world of its Birmingham ensemble, or the charm and allure of its original
Florida branch in Sarasota, revealing, along the way, secrets which made Jake's the dazzling store it was, and why it remains so
profoundly missed by anyone who entered through its solid wooden doors.
In 1993 St. Louis, John Peterson and Tammy Wilburn were celebrating John's new computer career and the start of a new life
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together until fate dealt them a new hand. In a spin of fate and circumstance the young couple is propelled through time to 1963
and provided an opportunity to stop the assassination of John F. Kennedy. Weaving a carefully crafted plan, John is prepared to
kill Lee Harvey Oswald in the Texas School Book Depository to prevent the President's assassination. But is there a second gun
man? The reputed shooter behind the grassy knoll? Perhaps, John and Tammy reason, it is better not to rewrite history. Perhaps
the opportunity before them is to prove the President's assassination was the result of a conspiracy. Armed with a video camera
they seek evidence that Oswald did not act alone and then find themselves once again the victims of fate, and now the target of a
nationwide manhunt. Captured, arrested and held responsible for the murder of the President, the Attorney General seeks
Supreme Court approval to assert the death penalty. While there is strong evidence of guilt, there is compelling evidence that
shows it impossible for John and Tammy to have had anything to do with the crime of the century.
Arsenic shatters a family in 19th-century Michigan
Winner of the Michigan Notable Book Award for 2012 Join department store historian Bruce Allen Kopytek in this return to the elegance of
Jacobson's, a beloved Michigan institution for well over 100 years. Reenter the marvelous stores and meet the personalities who transformed
Jacobson's from its humble Reed City origins to a staple of sophistication throughout the region and into Florida. The brainchild of a retail
genius, this deluxe specialty store gave customers a peerless social, shopping and dining destination. Experience anew the refined beauty of
its Williamsburg-style Grosse Pointe store, the chic designer world of its Birmingham ensemble, or the charm and allure of its original Florida
branch in Sarasota, revealing, along the way, secrets which made Jake's the dazzling store it was, and why it remains so profoundly missed
by anyone who entered through its solid wooden doors.
Jacobson'sI Miss it So! : the Story of a Michigan Fashion InstitutionHistory Press (SC)
My debut novel. See the checklist below: Love? Yes. Check Heartbreak? Checked Friendship? Yeah. Got it Texting? Yup. Stayed current
Adventure? Yes, for sure Action? Checked Gaming? Affirmative Comedy? Absolutely. Some laughable moments Sex scene? Tastefully, of
course Travel? Check Music? Oh yeah. Rocking Ending? Yes. Always a must Please read and enjoy the journey of two people as they ride
through the challenges of the day. And of the night. That’s all I can give away for the plot. Finish the book and find out where these heroes
find a place in the world, during a drive of a lifetime.
There is no available information at this time. Author will provide once available.
Breaking up with devastatingly handsome Jake Manning, sassy twenty-seven-year-old redhead Sandy Burke heads to Washington, DC,
where she takes the job of director of New Horizons, a nonprofit organization benefiting women in poverty. The interference of a pesky lawyer
and his attempts to reverse zoning approval for a New Horizons' building project seem insurmountable -- until, in a twist of fate, Sandy
discovers the lawyer happens to be none other than her nemesis, Jake Manning!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From the mind of Broad City’s Abbi Jacobson, author of I Might Regret This, a wonderfully weird and
weirdly wonderful illustrated look at the world around us—all through the framework of what we carry. “Jacobson’s art is warm, textured, and
carefully composed, a little bit Maira Kalman and a little bit Roz Chast. It’s also genuinely funny.” —Vox With bright, quirky, and colorful line
drawings, Jacobson brings to life actual and imagined items found in the pockets and purses, bags and glove compartments of real and
fantastical people—whether it’s the contents of Oprah’s favorite purse, Amelia Earhart’s pencil case, or Bernie Madoff’s suitcase. How many
self-tanning lotions are in Donald Trump’s weekender? What’s inside Martha Stewart’s hand-knit fanny pack? What kind of protein bars
does Michelle Obama hide in her tiny clutch at the White House Correspondents’ Dinner? An instant New York Times bestseller, Carry This
Book provides a humorous and insightful look into how the things we carry around every day make up who we are.
Remember the days when shopping meant white gloves, suits for men and leisurely lunches in tearooms? Toledo, an industrial powerhouse
and Ohio's third-largest city, once had it all, and Lamson's, the Lion Store and Lasalle's were where it all happened. Reminisce with author
Bruce Allen Kopytek about a time when these three great department stores dominated Toledo's retail scene and offered their customers
anything they could want. Revisit their downtown competitors like Tiedtke's, B.R. Baker, Milner's and Stein's, which also added their own
touch to Toledo's life. Through written history, photographs and personal recollections a lost era comes to light--an era when business was
personal and local and shopping was more of a cherished event rather than a chore.
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